Pirouette® Shades
Softly filtered light with enhanced views and privacy

Pirouette® Shades
Sheer beauty
Introducing all new Luxaflex® Pirouette® Shades - change the way you live
with light. Inspired by the natural beauty of silk fabrics, Pirouette® Shades
unique design softly filters and controls light with dramatic effects.
And with PowerView® Motorisation you can control your shades from
your smart device or remote control.
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I love the light
that comes
into the room
along with the
privacy and
views they offer.
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The ultimate
versatility in a
fabric shade

Satin
Open

Pirouette® Shades help create your privacy with soft vanes that
float on a sheer backing. This unique design puts you in control
of the amount of natural light that comes in.
Transform harsh exterior light by diffusing it, spreading it evenly
throughout your room, so you can maximise daylight hours
and reduce your need for artificial light.

Satin Metallic

Contoured

Open, contoured and flat - you can easily adjust Pirouette® Shades
vane position to create your desired look. Open for maximum
view-through, contoured for a gentle cascade, or flat for complete
privacy and light control.
Shantung

Closed

Unique
fabric style

Stria

Pirouette® Shades feature refined fabrics inspired by the organic
beauty of raw silk and linen. With a palette of soft neutral tones
to breathtaking pops of bold colour.
India Silk

Our beautiful sheer fabrics softly filter out brightness, glare
and UV rays, protecting your furniture and flooring from fading.

Linen
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Child Safety

PowerView® Motorisation

Designed with safety in mind

Imagine a world where your window treatments
anticipate your needs and adjust themselves
automatically, creating the perfect room ambiance
morning, noon and night. That’s the beauty of
PowerView® Motorisation.

We consider child safety a top priority. Making child safe products
for homes is an integral part of our design philosophy.
From cordless alternatives to fully motorised systems, Luxaflex® offers many
innovative lifting systems designed with safety, comfort and beauty in mind.
Visit your local Luxaflex® showroom to get expert advice on the right
operation for your window and your home.
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Just programme PowerView® to move all your
Luxaflex® Pirouette® Shades from a single window
to your entire home using the PowerView® App on
your smartphone, tablet or remote control.
Lazy

Day
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At Luxaflex® our window treatments start with
great design. Light control, energy efficiency,
and the convenience of motorisation are just
some of the innovations that enhance the beauty
of every room, every day – made to measure
with a five-year guarantee.

The Art of Window Styling
Find your local Luxaflex® showroom at luxaflex.co.uk
Let’s talk

Home consultation

Craftsmanship guaranteed

Seamless installation

Together with our local expert,
you can look at inspiration for
your room and get to know the
products and materials you like.

We’ll measure your dimensions,
assess your lighting, and make
sure everything is perfectly
designed for your home.

Your bespoke product will be
handmade with care and
attention to detail by our
skilled craftsmen.

Relax and let Luxaflex®
professionals do what they do
best, knowing you’re covered
under our 5 year guarantee.
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